CoinDeal - cryptocurrency exchange platform that aims high!
The world of cryptocurrencies is getting bigger and bigger every day. Digital currencies
became worldwide known at the end of 2017. The current situation on the market seems to
be more stable as exchange prices don’t change that drastically. Even though it’s hard to
see some news in local television about cryptos, blockchain technology on which digital
currencies are based - does better than ever. Newly created projects open the door to using
cryptocurrencies in everyday life.
To get cryptocurrency, you can either buy the most popular ones on platforms like
BuyCoinNow.com using a credit card or quick money transfer processor DotPay. To
exchange BTC for other cryptocurrencies, you need to find a trusted cryptocurrency
exchange platform. A platform that takes care of the security of your funds. This platform is
CoinDeal.
About the platform
The platform took off in March 2018, after four months it was in a high position in the global
CoinMarketCap ranking, and the daily volume reaches up to 10.000.000 USD! Its founders Adam Bicz, Kajetan Maćkowiak and Filip Dzierżak - have been developing business projects
based on blockchain technology for many years.
There are 22 cryptocurrency pairs on CoinDeal - including the most popular ones, mostly
paired with Bitcoin (BTC), but also with Ripple (XRP) and fiat - euro (EUR) currencies, dollar
(USD) and pound (GBP); the number of available coins is growing very fast. New
cryptocurrencies appear most often through the voting system of the involved community.
Thanks to this, users have a real influence on the future shape of the exchange. The voting
process can be followed here.
Deposit and withdrawal options are now available in the following currencies: CHECK
MARKETS
. In addition, you can use a credit card to buy BTC through a trusted partner
platform - BuyCoinNow.com- and send it straight to the CoinDeal wallet.

Users are the most important
The platform offers frequent promotions and an affiliate program to its new and regular
users, where you can receive 20% of their transaction fees for inviting your friends to register
and trade. Users are also often surprised by promotional events on CoinDeal like fee
discount on some markets or airdrops.
The users are offered transparent funds and the most advanced security standards.
Exchange users are protected by complex password requirements, mandatory 2FA
(two-step authentication), email confirmations for withdrawals and warnings about attempts
to login from different IP addresses than usual. You can read more about this here.
The platform provides the API for its users, the documentation is available at:
https://apigateway.coindeal.com/api/doc

CoinDeal is a good place not only for world-oriented cryptocurrency lovers.
In case of any doubts or problems, users can count on the quick support of the technical
team, available 24/7, communicating in several languages. The market is expanding its
already colorful channel on YouTube - where apart from animations and general tutorials,
the user will soon find guides and necessary information from the world of cryptocurrencies.
All materials before logging in are available in English, Chinese, German, Korean, Polish
and Russian, and further language versions are also planned. The CoinDeal team is also
working on a mobile application platform in iOS/Android versions, which about you will
probably hear soon.
Our office is located in Malta. We are under supervision of Malta Digital Innovation Authority
what increases user safety by providing the strictest protection level on the market.
Currently, work is underway to obtain a FINMA license (an institution regulating financial
activities) in Switzerland due to taking care of the highest level of security.
In the meantime, the creators use the office located there, in order to store the keys to cold
wallets in the deposits of Swiss banks or to secure the funds of the exchange. The exchange

management is also seeking a license in the United States to allow US traders to use the
platform.
Constant development
The CoinDeal team is also involved in charity events, including for the benefit of the Wrocław
Foundation "On the rescue of children with cancer". Cryptocurrency exchange market
creators are already planning to help those who need it most.
In July this year, the exchange became the official partner of Wolverhampton Wanderers, a
team that will compete in the Premier League in the 2018/19 season. The CoinDeal logo
decorates players' shirts, and will also appear on Molineux Stadium advertising bands. It is
first that big cooperation between cryptocurrency exchange platform and a Football team as
well known as Wolverhampton Wanderers. One of the founders Kajetan Maćkowiak says
about that cooperation: “At CoinDeal, we are acutely aware of the impact that football
marketing can have on our brand. We believe that Wolves will help us reach sports and
trading fans all over the world.”

CoinDeal is a cryptocurrency exchange platform that measures globally and puts the user's
needs always first.
Links:
Wolves official announcement, F
 acebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Telegram, VKontaktie,
YouTube.

